
Prayer Call April 21, 2023 - Maine 

Clay Nash: Good Day, it is 2:22 again, Eastern Time. I have some exciting news for all 

of you, I’ve tried to look here to see what we got on and there are a lot on the call 

already.  And we are in Conway Arkansas. We are gathered for the Josiah Company 

Convocation and we are coming to you today with a whole group of people who have 

joined with us in the auditorium here to listen to the call live, they are adding their power 

of agreement to the call and  they are standing with us with in our declarations and the 

decrees.  It is exciting, I don’t know how many we have here but it is a lot of people.  It 

is going to be a great call, we are praying for the State of Maine today and it will be a 

very powerful call. We are going to be pressing into Maine today and when we finish the 

call we will have done 45 states and will be jumping into the last 5 next week, it is going 

to be strong.  

Remember today’s call is being recorded and it will soon be transcribed.  The 

Convocation up until now has been amazing, that would be my word.  I said to some of 

the leaders a while ago many people live their lifetime and don’t get to experience what 

we experienced this morning.  Ken Malone brought an amazing word, we had a lot of 

men come forward to recommission, remantle towards carrying prayer to the nation.  

We have 34 states represented here in Conway.  Give the Lord a big hand clap for the 

people who volunteer.  Many people that only know me by my voice or know me by the 

call, I don’t know them, and we get to meet them and are very, very honored to be a 

part of this.  Remember to press in next week, let’s not fall short on finishing up the last 

five states.  I don’t have my list in front of me of what the five states are next week.  I 

know Pennsylvania is one of them and we are going to be pressing into that. 

Today, we are going to press into the state of Maine and I’m going to call on Anne Tate 

to come.  Ann if you will, I want you to open up with declarations and decrees that are in 

your heart. 

Anne Tate:  Lord, I thank you that have called us together and you are doing a new 

thing.  It is a new thing in all the earth that has never been done before.  Lord, we call in 

all of those in Maine; we open the gates and invite them in to be part, to stand up in a 

new way. Lord, we ask You to pull back the veil so that those who are called to 

leadership in Maine, who have the heart to make decrees, to bring forth what the Lord 

wants both in Maine and in the United States of America in this generation and the 

hearts can pull three generations together and to bring forth Your promises on their 

land.   

Lord, I know that You never stop sending apostles, we just stopped receiving them.  

You never stopped sending prophets; we just stopped understanding how to operate in 

that.  We know Lord that You never stopped sending seeking gifts so that we can enter 



into the goodness of God in the variety of things that He sent us.  So Lord, we say today 

that in Maine, all those gifts are going to manifest.  You are going to be like a cloud over 

Maine going through so that they begin to sense who they are, and why they were sent 

and what your call on them is.  And Lord, I thank you that the next time we go into 

Maine to make a call there will be a full contingent there of those who are hungry for the 

kingdom, who are willing to stand up and do what you have called them to do.  I thank 

You for it now Lord, in the name of Jesus. 

Anne Tate:  Jacquie Tyre had a word:  Maine, land of the light house, shining light to 

guide to safely seafaring skiffs through the night.  I have called you to be a lighthouse in 

this house, shining brightly with the brilliance of My Spirit.  This has not always been 

your story but it is the story I wrote in the book for you before the beginning of time.  I 

am stirring in the hearts of many across the land, awakening many to the realities of My 

Spirit and to the divine purpose and destinies that I wrote upon individuals and families. 

There is a stirring of holy discontent that will cause many who have been searching for 

adventure and purpose, but finding nothing but frustration and disillusionment, to 

suddenly see and hear the sound of glory leading them to faith, unlocking destiny’s and 

flooding them with peace.  Watch and see as My Spirit moves across Maine restoring 

many into My purposes and returning the land to be a light of hope, truth, justice and 

grace.  Watch and see how I reach down and rescue some that they have called 

hopeless in order to unlock the floodgates of salvation all across the land.  Hope and 

restoration shall be the bywords to describe what I do in Maine.  And out of you shall 

flow a rusty river of fire and glory that shall impact all of the Northeast, every area of 

industry and community life shall be affected as I move amongst the highways and 

byways to awakening from slumbering and revival to those who have wandered far from 

me. The sounds of awakening and revival shall be heard in the land and waves of glory 

shall blow out from me from the north to the south and the east to the west.  Get ready 

Maine; your greatest days are ahead! 

Clay Nash:  Great word from Jacquie Tyre, thank you Anne, for reading it.  Timothy 

Carscadden, you are on the call, we are going to call on you next, you have a prophetic 

word. What is on your heart my friend? 

Timothy Carscadden: Thank you Clay and bless all those in Conway and all those 

who are on the call to pray for the State of Maine.  I had a couple of visions before the 

prayer call today and I just want to speak into those and decree those.  It is what I heard 

first, the Lord said, “Hidden but not forgotten.  Your purpose as an outpost for liberty is 

still established in the spirit realm.”  The Lord would say to Maine, “Arise and shine for 

your lighthouse call is needed more than ever before.”  Then I had an unusual vision:  I 

saw the state, I was looking at a map of the United States and I saw it turn.  Maine went 

out into the ocean like it had eyes and looked toward Washington DC and I saw Maine 



peer into DC and call back the nation to its foundation. The coastline will be heard from 

again the Lord said, and the Maine regiment that saved the nation during the Civil War 

will be heard from again but this regiment will be the volunteers of the Maine Eklesia.   

The last thing I heard, I actually looked into the State capitol and I saw a key leader 

standing right in the middle of the State capitol that has not wavered in his stand for the 

stand for justice and righteousness for the foundations of our country and the Lord said, 

“His stand will begin to cause others to rally and to speak out on the truth.”  And the 

Lord, the last thing he said to me was, “Maine speak out, your voice will be heard 

again.”  So, Father, I decree this word over Maine and its purpose and I thank You Lord, 

that the foundations that have been laid there for our nation are still active and alive and 

we call them back to their lighthouse call to begin to speak back into this nation. Your 

voice will be heard again, we say to Maine today.  In the name of Jesus.  Thank you 

Father. 

Clay Nash:  Regina Shank, you’ve got a prophetic word. Tom, I will call on you after 

Regina. 

Regina Shank:  Maine, you have been called the eastern gate of the King.  What you 

allow, will be allowed.  What you forbid will be forbidden.  You are watchmen on the 

wall, gatekeepers at the gates, and planters in my field.  You are trees of 

righteousness.  Your righteousness will be seen in your stance for life and freedom.   

Maine, make me the main focus of your pursuits.  Seek my face; keep fire on the altar of 
your heart. As you receive my instructions, my revelations, you’ll be prepared for the 
unexpected, the suddenlies.  I am releasing suddenlies in your territory.  You have 
prayed and prayed, now you will see answers to prayers you forgot you prayed, but I 
didn’t forget them.  Watch and see what I do. 
  
Legislation will begin to come forth to protect the children; I have raised up my servants 
to shift the direction that Maine has been going.  It is turnaround time. Sing of My power; 
sing of My grace; sing of my history and see the victory.  It is time for Maine to sing a 
new song.  The horse and rider has been thrown into the sea.  Cross over to the other 
side.  Your promises await you.  I am raising up new voices that will join in the chorus 
with the old.  Over your door I have laid up both old and new fruits for you my 
beloved.  And that is out of the Song of Solomon. 
 
Lord, we decree over the State of Maine that she will be the gatekeeper you called her 
to be and they will bring you, through the eastern gate into the United States.  And God, 
you will flood this nation with your glory and your power and your revival will come.  
Lord, come through the gates of Maine. 
 
Clay Nash:  Alright.  Thank you Regina. We come I agreement with those words; we 
declare that glory gate is open.  And before Timothy spoke what he did I heard the Lord 
say, “Maine, you tried to place yourself in hiding but your time to come out of hiding is 



now, and I am going to bring you forth out of that hiding place that you’ve been for it has 
been a place where you have been obscured but your obscurity will be no more.  You 
shall be heard in this nation, you’re completed.” 
 
Tom Schlueter:  Amen.  Maine, the Lord started speaking to me last night, He gave me 
one quick, powerful word.  “I am recommissioning the 20th Maine, I am calling it back, I 
am mustering it to take its position once again. “  Tim, you spoke about this the 20th 
Maine was the one that was led by Joshua Chamberlain; they were at Little Round Top 
at Gettysburg.  They had the end of the line.  Maine, you have the end of the line, the 
enemy cannot get around you as Joshua Chamberlain fought to the very end and even 
charged when it was against all protocol, you will charge in this hour and you will help 
save a nation.  You are going to be a turnaround state for the nation, being mustered 
into that position.  I was also studying this this morning, the number 20 is an important 
word because it talks about completeness, it talks about the completeness of a cycle.  It 
says there’s time of suffering, there’s time of trial and there’s times when you have been 
in silence and in quietness, but the Lord says, “I am bringing you to completion; I am 
calling you 20th Maine to be mustered out again. Come to the aid of the nation; come as 
a state to be the blank for the nation.”  We need you Maine, you need to muster out, you 
need to come up to the line again, you are to be on the flank, and the Lord will use you.  
Do not think your days have passed.  The Lord says, “I’m going to save the nation.”  
And they had particularly saved Washington DC that day because if they had lost, the 
route to DC would have been easily taken by the army of the South. And the Lord says, 
“It didn’t Happen then Maine and it will not happen again. You will be the one that will 
blank and save the nation. Come up Ecclesia and take your position.” 
 
Clay Nash:  Strong word Tom.  We have Pat McManus now.  I want you to come forth 
and then Ken Malone, you’re present with us as you are in the conference, I’ll call on 
you after Pat and the I will call on Dan Blackshire, I want you to come up after Ken does 
his and then Brother Jim Hodges, I’m going to ask you to close us out. 
 
Come into agreement with these words over Maine.  You know every state, all 50 
states, carries such significance for the turning of our nation, and there is a turning 
taking place.  What’s in your heart Pat? 
 
Pat McManus:  Thank you Clay for the opportunity to be with everyone today. So 
Father, as we link our shields together and we stand on the purpose of your word. 
Proverbs chapter 23 verse 19 says, “Hear my son, and be wise and guide your heart in 
my ways.”  Psalm 73, verse 24, “You will guide me in your counsel and afterwards 
receive me to glory.”  As I was thinking about Maine it talks about the state motto is I 
direct and lead, that’s where I got the guide part.  So I am redirecting how to express my 
heart in Maine.  The time for reordering the purpose of my heart in the land has come.  
A lighthouse in the moment for the true movement of my hand upon the land. 
 
Father, we thank you that you are setting in place a restructuring and a redirecting and 
guiding according to the purpose of your word.  Father, you are igniting the hearts of the 
Ecclesia to truly be a force to be reckoned with, to reset the structure and reset the 



order according to the guiding hand of your heart and Your hand.  Father, we thank You 
that You are moving with the purpose and power to reset according to the ways of Your 
heart, the ways of Your hand, and the ways of Your will upon the land.    Father, we say 
let Your word come forth to be the guiding light that would truly redirect the steps 
according to the purpose of Your word.  Then Father, Your glory will begin to be seen 
as the true revolution will begin to be known and as realigning begins to be established 
in the focus and the heart in those of the Ecclesia in the land.  Father, we thank you for 
the remnant that’s rising with the clear sound of revolution to take back, Father, what 
truly belongs to You.  So Father, ignite the hearts of those that are there, empower 
those that can function in the order or Your word and begin to see the fulfillment of Your 
truth come to pass in the land.  So Father, let them hear the guiding light of that which 
You are producing that would truly shift the State to come into the right order with You.  
Father, we thank You for what You are about to do and we give You honor and praise, 
in Jesus’ name.  Amen and amen. 
 
Clay Nash:  Alright, thank you Pat.  The motion is building, the movement is building 
here.  It is going to be great.  I know many of you who are listening have called in and 
we appreciate those on the call.  Let me just say we made an announcement already, 
the Lord has spoken and we’re to do another Josiah Convocation next year and we are 
going to do one and we are going to be moving them around the United States, so start 
praying that God will speak to us so that we know where to hold the next one next year. 
I don’t see pulling one off this year but I just need to get away from all the responsibility 
of praying but I just want to sow this in to all those listening to the call or will listen later 
by recording and that is if you want to help us build the war chest to put on these Josiah 
Company Convocations around the United States, you can go to Clay Nash website, 
you can sow, you can line item it to the Josiah Company and this will be set aside to 
use at that time.  I just want to drop that into your heart.  Ken Malone, I’m going to call 
on you now.  What’s in your heart my friend? 
 
Ken Malone:  I am so honored to be with you and to pray for Maine.  And I just want to 
say to Maine that you are an ancient gate within our nation.  And I say to you today; lift 
up your heads, o ancient gates, and be lifted up o ancient doors that the King of Glory is 
coming into Maine.  Maine may ask who is this King of Glory.  You’re going to see Him; 
He is the Lord, strong and mighty, the Lord, mighty in battle.  So lift up your heads o 
gates of Maine and be you lifted up you ancient doors for the King of Glory is coming 
into Maine.  And Father, I decree right now that You are coming in and taking ownership 
of Maine in the name of Yeshua.  Father, I decree that from the north, the south, the 
east and the west, God, that You will begin to present yourself across Maine, begin to 
manifest Your glory with in Maine.  In the name of Yeshua we cast down every false idol 
that has been built in Maine. We cast down the idols of men and I decree today, Father, 
that You will be the one who is supreme in the State of Maine.  And Father, I thank You 
for doing that in Yeshua’s name. 
 
Clay Nash:  Alright, thank you Ken.  We come into agreement with that.  Come on up 
here, it is great to have every one of our hosts with us.  It is good to have Dan Blacksher 



with us today and David Hertel, I see you back there and I’m not leaving you out, so we 
will call on you in a minute.  Dan, what’s in your heart? 
 
Dan Blacksher:  Clay, when you said we were going to pray for Maine, I immediately 
hear the beginning of the song, it is an older song, by Rick Pino, and it starts with him 
saying Jesus on the mainline.  I just declare, Maine that you will not miss the train of 
revival that is moving from east to west in this nation.  And I declare over you, Maine, 
that you will become a firestorm.  A firestorm is the only type of storm that has the ability 
to create its own wind and it brings the wind in from the north, the south, the east and 
the west to the center.  And Lord we declare that the fire of the Holy Ghost will be the 
center of that windstorm that happens in Maine.  So we declare this is the season 
Maine, for redemption, this is the season for accomplishment.  As Tom was saying, this 
is the season for you to step into your role and your purpose for the salvation of this 
nation that God has promised. And Lord we declare that the move will not pass Maine 
by with them missing the train of revival that is moving through this land.  In Jesus’ 
name. Amen 
 
Clay Nash:  Thank you, good stuff.  Tom, do you have anything else to add? 
 
Tom Schlueter:  I just remembered when I was getting that word last night there was a 
powerful thunderstorm moving over and the Lord spoke to me again and said, “Maine, I 
am releasing thunder, I’m releasing thunder in your state.”  And then the Lord reminded 
me that there in Acadia Nation Park along with those there is called a Thunder Hole and 
if you stand there when the waves come in at a certain moment the waves hit this cave 
and it explodes and sounds like roaring thunder over the coast.  The Lord is releasing 
the sound of his Ecclesia to thunder from you, not just over you, Ecclesia Maine, but 
from you. So release the thunder of God’s word, even if it is just one of you in a prayer 
room, release the thunder of God. 
 
Clay Nash:  Alright Tom, strong, strong words there.  You know if there is thunder, 
there is lightening. One of the things that lightning bolts do when they strike the earth is 
they release nitrogen into the earth.  Farmers actually like to see lightening because it 
releases that into the soil.  So we say to Maine, you will be the thunder in our nation that 
will release that nitrogen that is needed for the soil for the land to be healed and the soil 
to release what is needed to produce. David Hurdle, what is in your heart? 
 
David Hertel:  I was thinking that the apostle James said that you have not because 
you ask not and also Job said you shall declare a thing and it will be established and so 
light shall shine on your ways.   We sometimes don’t have because we don’t declare, 
we don’t have a thing because we don’t declare it and I’m hearing God say that there is 
going to be something happening in Maine that will be called the Main Thing and Maine 
will keep the thing the Main Thing and other people will talk about the Main Thing going 
on.  So we declare in Maine there is move of God, there is a shifting, there is a 
changing rising up and establishing the Kingdom in different realms of Maine. The 
systems of Maine governmental realm of Maine, the educational realms of Maine.  
Things established because some said we care enough t o declare it.  We declare it 



today, we decree It so and the Ecclesia says the Main Thing is going to happen in 
Maine and that a turning to God, the Kingdom of God, becomes what is first in Maine 
and we will give You the glory and the honor and praise, Lord, as You raise up in Maine, 
the leaders in every system of governance and every system of education in Maine.  
The leaders and the influencers will keep the Main Thing the Maine Thing and they will 
serve the Lord all the days of Maine for such a time as this, especially has Maine has 
been established and we will give You the glory as we see it.  They will say look what is 
going on in Maine it is the Main Thing and we give You the glory for it Lord in Jesus’ 
name.  Amen 
 
Clay Nash:  Thank you David, we appreciate that and come into agreement.  Brother 
Jim Hodges I call on you and to those listening in Maine, take these words, they will be 
transcribed and get it out to the intercessors across that state.  I want to ask our crowd 
of people is there anybody from Maine here?  Nobody from Maine?  Is there anybody 
who has a very strong connection to Maine?  You have a strong connection to Maine?  
While Brother Jim is making his declarations and decrees I want to come back and 
speak to you. 
 
Jim Hodges: Maine, there has been a releasing of a governmental Kingdom force into 
your state.  You, on the eastern side; the Lord comes in from the east, Eden faced the 
east, the tabernacle faced in the east; Jesus came in the east on Psalm Sunday.  And 
there is an invasion today, based upon, not just observation and conviction, but upon 
revelation, that’s been released through this call.  I particularly love Maine because I 
visited the beautiful light houses, Susan’s son is from Maine, on the way to Ohio and I 
remembered when Bob Gass ministered in Maine, came devout and blessed it. 
 
But I am rejoicing that the eastern gate at the top of the eastern seaboard of our nation.  
Every move of God does not have to begin in the west in our nation.  The first great 
awakening didn’t begin there; it began on the east side.  So we declare over the east 
side strategically, prophetically and for the purpose of the Kingdom’s advancement in 
this nation and the nations of the world. We decree today and it has been a theme that 
ran through those who shared that a new thing is coming to Maine.  We heard today 
that God is not sending, He, is not stopping sending His servants, His ambassadors, His 
ministers, His apostles and prophets.  His Ecclesia, He has not stopped sending that to 
you Maine, you are not left out.  You may not be as focused as you’d like to be, we may 
not see all you want to see because we do love you, we love the light houses, hello, 
voice of alliance leader, and they cast it into your life.  Get ready to receive these 
decrees today. I’m emphasizing it again, you heard it from me today that you are not 
hidden, you are not forgotten, in fact you are on the Main Line, there is just one Main 
Line that line is the gospel of King Jesus, and you are going to be the heralding that, as 
you herald the message out of your own mouth as the Sword of the Spirit reaches out of  
your tongue, your voice and mouth you will see the power accompany those words and 
you will be strategic not just on the eastern face of this nation, you will be strategic for 
all that is supposed to move in from the east side and the Spirit in entering a nation 
again and you come back and see. We declare and decree today that in Maine you are 
experiencing a turnaround; you will experience a new song. You will be brought out of 



obscurity and hiddenness.  Halleluiah, we are saying you see things out of order, you 
are seeing in your borders even now though it hasn’t fully connected yet, but you are 
seeing within your borders this mission of the Ecclesia that we decree today over your 
State. And you know how the ancient gate is open and you are casting down the idols 
and you are crowning King Jesus.   
 
The mainline is the Maine message.  The main focus is the Kingdom of God advancing 
in every election within that state and we are looking for fruit up in Maine that will testify 
that the Lord is indeed turning around the nation, that He is rejuvenating the nation in 
these fifty states.  So Father, we thank you today, we thank you in this hour; we thank 
you for the technology that allows us to connect all over the earth.  Father God, before 
we sense today just an ignition, we sent the strong sending, we sent the strong wind, 
we send the swift feet of thunder and the lightning, all the repercussions of all that 
happened as things are shaking throughout Your hills, though one thing that will never 
be shaken, mainly Your Kingdom.  And we, Your people stand upon that Rock today 
and we shout from Maine to California, from Washington to Florida and everything in 
between, diagonally and from east to west from north to south, that America is in the 
process of being saved now by the Kingdom of God in ways that transcend and 
supersede all the previous moves we’ve enjoyed in our history and we rejoice and we 
thank You and we praise You for the ongoing and ever flowing advancement of Jesus’ 
Yeshua’s Kingdom. 
 
Clay Nash:  Amen! I just had a leader here who came and showed me a picture of a 
flag of Maine that said 1901, I haven’t looked up what the Maine flag looks like, I am not 
familiar with it but immediately the Lord spoke to me.  On this flag it has an evergreen 
tree and I hear the Lord saying to Maine, you are a covenant staff.  But then I thought 
the number 1901 had significance, I looked it up very quickly and in the Strong’s 
Concordance reads; 1901 is the number for a word that means to stretch out or stretch 
toward, to stretch forward to something.  And the Lord said to you Maine, I’m stretching 
out the stakes of your tent and I’m stretching you towards your destiny and your 
purpose, says the Lord, for in coming out of obscurity you will be coming into purpose.  
Here is Tom. 
 
Tom Schlueter:  I’m sorry, I keep on getting something and when you said stretch out, 
this is what we have to do, that’s key.  I need everyone within the Convocation to stand 
and face east.  Because the Lord said it is time for the nation to stretch out our hands 
towards Maine and to say, Maine you are not forgotten, Maine you are not to be the 
least but you are called among those who are a part of the army of the Ecclesia, taking 
you position in the warfare that is coming to release the Great Awakening.  So we 
stretch out our hands from Conway Arkansas to you Maine, and say, Rise up Maine into 
your calling and into your design and into your destiny, in Jesus’ name. 
 
Clay Nash:  I heard the Lord saying to the people of Maine, “Sound it from border to 
border, from your top to your bottom, it is time for you to stretch out your words towards 
this nation.  It is time for you to speak words over the nation that is needed at this time.”  
The Lord said, “I wait on you, the Ecclesia of Maine, to release those declarations and 



decrees that are needed at this moment and as you release them,” says the Lord, “I’m 
going to release a sound of awakening across this nation that will come out of the roots 
of the evergreen tree as covenant there in Maine.  Get ready, I’m stretching you Maine.  
You would be happy to be alone, you would be happy to be isolated, you would be 
happy to be set apart from the rest of the Continental United States but I am saying to 
you, those days are over.” says the Lord.  “I say unto you, it is now time for you to 
stretch your words towards the rest of the nation for your words of decrees will establish 
my movement through this nation,” says the Lord.  Amen 
 
Somebody say wow.  This is buff; this is great having all the people here in the room 
with me, adding to all the hosts that have made declarations and decrees released with 
prophetic voices adding that.  And so I want all the people on the call and here with me 
and those who will listen to the recording later to hear your shout and you’re clapping to 
let them know we stand with you Maine and we stand with every state within the United 
States. (Loud shout and clapping.) 
 
Well, I bless all of you on the call, listening to the call later and in this room.  There is a 
dynamic in this room because all of you are here.  I say with the hosts here, we have 
the honor of leading this and being a part of it.  You have added such a synergy and we 
don’t forget how those precious, faithful watchmen and prayer warriors that you are 
hosting, you are adding your declarations and adding your decrees and your power of 
agreement.  I have not yet found anything more powerful that God has given us in your 
life than the power of agreement. 
 
Standing here in fifty years of marriage and sixty-two years of friendship, Susan and I 
can tell you that it is the power of agreement that has brought us through thick and thin, 
and brought us through hardships; it would have been easy to throw the towel in.  But I 
can tell you that we have not just maintained, we have overcome and we have become 
more than conquerors in all things.  I am standing in a roomful of people that are the 
same and I also on the call people and others that will listen. God bless you all.  (Clay 
gave instructions for those at the Josiah Company Convocation) 
 
Here are the states we are praying for next week.  New Hampshire is on Monday, 
Massachusetts is Tuesday night at 9PM, West Virginia is Wednesday, Rhode Island is 
Thursday and we are going to finish up with the State of Pennsylvania on Friday.  It is 
going to be a great week next week; we are going to finish strong.  And then we are 
going to be praying the following week, we are not stopping the call.  We are going to 
take a week of prayer, I’m asking the hosts, we are going to break this convocation 
down and we are going to talk about the strengths that are coming out of this Josiah 
Company Convocation and build on those strengths and we can see this nation turn 
more, and more and more and more.  God bless you, and have a great afternoon.  If 
you are listening and want to get a video of what is happening here, go to my website, 
go to the store and you can get a copy.  God Bless you. 
 
 


